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ON UKRAINIAN LABOR MARKET NEEDS IN MARKETERS  
 
Economic crisis seems to be over, but Ukrainian labor market has not 
recovered yet. According to the official statistics of the State Employment Service, 
on 11/09/12 there were registered 416 thousand unemployed in the country (1.5% of 
working population). Experts claim the real level of unemployment is about 7%. 
Applying for an appropriate job might take months. However, specialists in sales 
and promotion are still in demand. The purpose of this work is to analyze the shape 
of labor market with marketing vacancies. All the statistics data below is from 
biggest HR portals in Ukraine: http://rabota.ua, http://hh.ua, http://www.work.ua. 
In the third quarter of 2012, vacancies number for marketing increased by 
1.4 times as compared with the same period of 2011; and this figure is 11.38% of 
the total vacancies number in the labor market at the moment. During the first half 
of 2012, the quantity of CVs related to sales, PR, advertising was 7.3% of the total 
resumes.  
Almost a quarter (24%) of all vacant jobs in the 
“Marketing/Advertising/PR” was placed for specialists in the Internet marketing. 
World Wide Web is a communication channel rapidly gaining popularity among 
Ukrainians companies of any size or business type. As a result, demand for that 
kind of professionals grows permanently. As it is a rather new trend, which has 
been developing only for the last 6-8 years, specialists with wide experience are 
sorely lacking. Shortage of educational institutions training the Internet advertisers 
or marketing managers makes the situation more complicated, as well as the fact 
that many employers are quite far from understanding the special features of the 
Internet marketing. Therefore, finding those recruits with successful case studies is 
difficult in 2012. 
The largest number of vacancies for marketers is posted by the companies in 
the wholesale trade (12%), fast-moving consumer goods (11%), software 
development (10%) and retail trade (10%). The lowest level of available positions for 
marketers is in mass media (4%), HoReCa and entertainment (4%) and pharmacy 
(2%). 
According to the Ernst&Young agency, the most demanded vacancies in 
marketing are: trade and regional representatives, sales managers, merchandisers, 
managers working with retail chains, promoters and marketers. Nowadays, there is 
almost no demand for advertising staff. 
Talking about the regions, more than a half of all vacancies for marketers 
(54%) is placed by employers located in the capital of Ukraine – Kyiv. Share of the 
biggest cities (Kharkiv, Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, Odessa, Lviv) is about 24% and 
job positions in other regions account for 22%. 
Today many companies prefer not to introduce a new staff to the unit. Large 
corporations are guided by the cultivation of personnel within and are beginning to 
look for potential “juniors” (young and perspective professionals, graduating 
students). 
After all, the main question in job searching and one of the most important 
points of hiring still remain the same: it is salaries. Salaries in 2012 in marketing area 
stayed on around the level of the end of 2011. Traditionally, the highest salaries in 
Ukraine were paid in Kyiv. (Table) 
 
Marketing professions salaries in hryvnas (according to http://hh.ua, July 
2012) 
Position 
Average amount in the 
country 
Average amount in the 
capital 
Design, creative work 5,299 5,904 
Sales 4,695 5,647 
Promotion, advertising, PR 4,394 5,654 
Brand manager 5,771 8,129 
 
Novice marketers are primarily welcome to work if they graduate from Kyiv-
Mohyla Academy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv and Kyiv National 
Economic University named after Vadym Hetman. These higher educational 
institutions are believed to provide the best knowledge in marketing all over the 
country. 
The last thing to add is that the demand for marketing specializations is 2,000 
jobs a month. And now more and more experts on particular areas of marketing 
appear. Eventually, it may lead to building a pretty strong differentiation of all kinds 
of marketing jobs after a while. 
Ukrainian labor market offers lots of opportunities for marketers whether they 
are post graduating students or highly-skilled professionals. Companies need 
knowledgeable and efficient staff to sell, make profit and make their positions on 
markets stronger. Nowadays employers are interested in recruiting executives with 
potential and clear vision, especially marketers working in the Internet. Experts 
assert next year marketing will do well again. 
 
